**OUR TOYS**

We take pride and keep so much love for play that we've invested in **good, eco-sustainable ones**. Most of our toys come from **Plan Toys**. Their strong advocacy on sustainable material and sustainable manufacturing seized our hearts- they replant for every tree that they put down, produce energy from plant biomass, and use solar energy in their plantations!

We are extending their advocacy and ours to you. So if you want to nurture play and learning, at the same time, save money, space, and most importantly, our environment, **RENT!**

---

**WHY RENT**

We know, **PLAY** is the best way our children learn- and it doesn’t end there! We offer you **MORE** than just toy rental subscription. YOU are sharing our advocacy of present, mindful parenting, nurtured every time you provide meaningful play to your child. You may access play and parenting resources, and avail of our coaching/ class services **through our home**: **Present Parenting Solutions**.

---

**JADEN’S PLAY DEN**

**TOY RENTAL SUBSCRIPTION**

Jaden's Play Den- empowered by Present Parenting principles- is both an online service and a walk-in toy rental place, with child care arrangements. We provide you a wide array of stimulating and unique Montessori toys for kids suited to as early as few months after birth. Our toys foster rich play and promote fine and gross motor skills, musical appreciation, sensory and cognitive development and many more.

Our toys can be kept for a minimum of 21 days per rental cycle, for as low as Php 20 per item.

For Childcare terms, follow us on FB: Present Parenting Solutions

---

Calantas St. Northview 2, Q.C. 1126  
09158593749  
www.presentparentingsolutions.com
Our toy sets are curated with the best interest of your child and their development in mind!

Fees:

❖ Annual subscription fee: Php 600
  Our exclusive subscription allows you to
  ❖ rent toy sets at discounted prices
  ❖ have first access to our new toy sets
  ❖ have hassle-free pick-up and delivery arrangements (our couriers: J&T and LBC)
  ❖ extend the rental cycle to up to 2 times with minimal fees

❖ One-time deposit fee upon subscription: (see catalogue)

❖ Toy rental fee (+ shipping fee)

❖ Extension fee, late-return fee, loss/damaged toy/toy part fee

❖ For non-subscribers, deposit fee is Php 4000 for each (1) toy set, every rental cycle

❖ For childcare arrangements, toy rental for photo shoots, contact us through Facebook.

OUR TOY SETS

We have all sorts of open-ended, dynamic and versatile toys- great for nurturing playfulness, imagination, and creativity! Currently, we have over 40 toy sets to choose from (all UV-sanitized), each set having 2 to 5 toys, for long days and endless fun. You can also use our toys to grace your photo sessions- or just to have a joy-filled bath time. A lot of our toys are easily transportable to save you from resorting to gadgets, to ease the wait in line or in a restaurant, or to entertain your little love during a long flight. Below are several samples. For a complete list of our toy sets, rental cycle schedule, terms and conditions, message us through Facebook.